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Season 1, Episode 5
 PreviousNext 




I Want to Connect, but I Can't Be Forgiven



Toi attempts to kidnap Sara, though she evades him by transforming into a kappa, exposing Kazuki's crossdressing to his family. Kazuki reveals that he is adopted, and that he blames himself for Haruka's disability when he was hit by a car after they had a fight. Kazuki's turmoil causes him to fail in defeating the episode's zombie; an angry Keppi subsequently refuses to transform the group back into their human forms.
Quest roles:
Kimiko Saito(Enta's Grandmother), Taishi Murata(Kazuki's Dad), Toshihiko Seki(Yuri Kamome), Yuji Murai(Sara Azuma's Manager), Aya Endo(Kazuki's Biological Mother), Ryo Kato(Soccer Zombie), Akinobu Imai(Kazuki's Grandfather), Aina Yasukuni(Kazuki's Mom (voice))


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
10 May 2019, 00:00
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